
WARNING AND WEATHER REPORT SMS
SETUP AND OPERATIONAL MANUAL, WITHOUT WEBSITE ACCESS



MEDITERRANEAN MACRO-SECTORS METEOMED FREE

MEDITERRANEAN MICRO-SECTORS METEOMED PREMIUM

For a better and more efficient reading of the marine weather forecasts for the Mediterranean, Meteomed
has divided it into 25 macro-sectors available for free without subscription (METEOMAR only has
22) and 152 micro sectors-available only with a PREMIUM subscription. 
The micro sectors allow you to consult the real and unique "local" marine weather forecasts that are much
more reliable and accurate because they are processed and viewable starting from cells of 2 sea miles.

sea.





SMS COMMANDS TABLE
Specification of command SMS to be sent from the phone number that 
you have combined with the subscription, to (+39) 320.204.32.52
to manage the sms service without a web connection to the Meteomed website.

NB: The commands set on the webside modify and are modified by those sent via SMS.

Automatic Reception
To be set up on the website by defining the initial and final date of reception (along with the weather
variables, the frequency and the micro-sector.

Activation, Interruption, re-activiation and change of marine micro-sector
To interrupt the SMS reception it is sufficient to send a message with the following text:

It is sufficient to send a messaahe with the phrase: meteomed on
To activate/re-activate the service

To change the marine micro-sector 
Add the numeric code of the micro-sector or sectors (meteomed on numeric code of the
micro-sectors).

Example (for Levante Ligure, marine micro-sector 4): 

Warning
Remember to always insert a blank space between 'meteomed' anche the numeric code for the marine
micro-sector, as well as between micro-sectors, otherwise the request won't be accepted.

Reception by request
To instantly recieve the SMS with the forecasts without having activated the automatic reception,
send a command SMS with the word 'meteomed' followed by the numeric code of the micro-sectors
of interest.

Example (for Levante Ligure, marine micro-sector 4 and for Mar Liguera Largo Est, 122):

Warning
Remember to always insert a blank space between 'meteomed' anche the numeric code for the marine
micro-sector, as well as between micro-sectors, otherwise the request won't be accepted.

- The time horizon depends on the settings chosen on the meteomed website (if no particular setting
has been saves you will always receive the data for the following 10 days).
- If you send the request SMS within 12 p.m., you will receive the forecasts for the current day, while
after 12 p.m. the forecasts will refere to the next day, for 24/48/72 hours or 10 days, depending on the
chosen settings.


